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Reincarnation II 

 

There are many beings that readers want to become, 

And a leaping dolphin emerged number one, 

Because water is the essence of the life we know, 

And number two are the hummers that steal the show. 

 

The cardinal and the live oak tied for number three, 

And then there are explanations that were sent to me, 

There’s not space for all so don’t feel neglected, 

If your rationale is not herein resurrected. 

 

I’m a German nightingale for a child in the park 

I sing romantically when the sun fades to dark 

 

I’m a red climbing rose with blossoms so sweet 

At the Menil/Rothko chapel, a sacred retreat. 

 

I’m a mockingbird and don’t have to play well with others, 

Chasing hawks, singing songs and no regrets are my druthers, 

 

I’m an osprey and therefore a fishing machine 

No need for bait and my eyesight is keen. 

 

I’m a penguin wandering near the South Pole 

I’ll no longer be hot for I love the cold, 

 

I’m a cypress tree – the old man of the water 

The river’s song is my thought fodder. 

 

I’m a turtle and live long and have a hard shell 
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And a laid-back attitude fits me very well 

 

I’m a laughing gull hanging around with my friends 

I fly for adventure that will never end.  

 

I’m the family dog and live like a king 

My owners obey me whenever I ring. 

 

I’m a great tailed grackle with a shiny black rump 

And I’ll fly up and dump on Donald Trump. 

 

I’m an elegant snow leopard moving after dark 

A great night hunter with both bite and bark, 

 

I’m a leopard seal sliding off of the ice 

Some krill for dinner would be very nice. 

 

I’m an old banyon tree with kids playing on me 

I’m home to many and a nice place to be. 

 

I’m a catbird – self-contained, living life as I please 

I’m a covert angel lurking deep in the trees. 

 

I’m a tree sloth eating leaves high above ground 

Up here I can REALLY, REALLY, SLOW down.  

 

I’m a snowy egret with slippers of yellow 

With wild looking hair, I’m a fancy fellow. 

 

I’m a whooper or an attwaters prairie chicken 

Endangered Texans, but I guess that’s a given. 
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I’m a black cat just-a-prancing on top of the fence 

You’ll give me a wide berth if you have any sense. 

 

I’m a big bluestem grass who sways in the wind 

Pumping carbon in the ground and everyone’s friend, 

 

I’m a great spruce tree aging like mountain wine, 

Loving my neighboring Aspens and smelling so fine.   

 

I’m a great blue heron, an elegant svelte bird, 

With wonderful long legs and a grunt to be heard. 

 

I’m a brown pelican dining on fish every day 

I love falling from high to torpedo the bay. 

 

I’m a scissortail sorceress who catches the fly 

I love dancing on air with the wind and the sky.   

 

The moral to this tale, and there is one for sure 

Is that circles and cycles represent truth that is pure, 

We’re all beings powered by recycled spirits 

At Earth Church we’ve moved beyond the limits of physics. 

 

So welcome to Earth Church 

Pull yourself up a pew 

Now wasn’t it fun 

To reincarnate you? 
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